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1jewi 3li Drame before the Nineteenth Century .
(Bibll . . The most important general bibliografy is that
prepared by TTr. A.S. ^reidus ( Pull . 1T« Y. Public Tiib. .Asi^r, Lennox,
and Tilden Found , .vol.XI. , no. 1, Jan. , 1907.). It is limited, how-
ever, to books possest by the Astor. Library. Wiener (Yiddish Liter-
ature of the Nineteenth Century, chap. XV., footnote?) makes one
or
two necessary additions. -For the drama in Hebrew, see ^arpeles,^e-
SCI, icI:t , der iuedischen LJUeraJur,Berlin, 1886, and
esp.the essay by
him on "The Stage" in his -Jewish Lit, and other Essay_s;Phila.
,1895;
I,oew,Me Lebensalter in der jued. Lit Berlin, 1894; Berliner' s in-
troduction to the Yesod Ol.am of Moses ?acuto* and Delizsch.Zur
Oeseh der jued. Poesie* Leipzig,1889. *lso the article in the
Jewis*
Encyclopedia, s.y.Prama,Hebrew. -The early Purim mimes hav^been
treated by Abrahams, in his Jewish Life in the Middle
(London,
1893.)T-arpeles devotes a portion of his essay on "The StageMsu£raj
to them; and general article on the
subject has been contributed
to the Jewish Encyclopedia by Henry
-alter ( s. v .Purim Plays) . -The
source for all writers on the attempt
at . Jewish popular stage in
the early eighteenth century is Seh*dfs
Juedische mmmm^'
en- (Pranlc.a.M.,1714) Pt . II . ,PP-
507-317. <ee,however, the interest-
ing bibliografy by Steinschneider
in the ^eum for 184-8/49,
.64/66/69., and. his article Puri.m und
P^odie^n^schr. fuer
~T^sTr articles with • hav been inaccessible to me.

Geschichte und W:' cl ft do;- . Jutlsr. tuua. Band 47,Heft 1-2, J n-
Peb., 1903, pp. 1025-7; and the chapter on The Jewish Theater in
»j mer. )
It has often been observed that Jewish literature has m&de
no contribution to the drama,— that, for 4,000 years, the most reli
gious nation in history, living in all climes and speaking a diver
sity of languages,ha a produced nothing of that literary species
which, more than any other, is rootea in religion. bti bhe
Bible hav been struck by the fact that there is nothing in the
Scriptures that approaches the dramatic, whether in form or spirit;
and investigators Gjl tiie Je
alous fenomenon that, while
them, gradually assumed the
the Jewish seemd. to persist
n. liturgies nav m^i ci vv nutcu bu. <
Chi'istian services,.and others be;
racter of dramatic representation;
their original hymnal form. In m<
recent years scholars hav discoverd dramatic qualities in Job, the
Song of Sonfls . snd portions of the. frofetic Books. The purpose of
tn pt Mention to the dramatic character of thethis essay is 10 direct/ &.t ° in wi b niw. B t^w
Jewish festivals and to some unique specimens of liturgical repre-
sentations which they hav develop t ; then to trace
fcVia semi-religious Purim plays and the rise of t]
ia evolution of
artistic drame
in the nineteenth century.
The Jews first learned of the dr?
ander in th East brought them i.nto^ cc
and only after Jerusalem had been con<
a playhous bilt in Judee.The religioui
hen the campains of Alex-
t with Greek culture;
by the Romans was there
ments of the" nation did
p ,„ q' it under the ban. Yet
zed it as " a seat of the scornful, ano. xaio. -\j u .
in spite of all opposition, the drama constantly gaind
in popular

3on the one hand among the enthusiastic lovers of Greek art and
thought who saw in it a means for the rapid introduction of the new
culture, and on the other, among the crowds of frivolous plesure-
seekers. As early as 160 B.C., the Alexandrian Ezekielos wrots the
first drama known to hav come from the pen of a Jew. Somewhat later
we hear of Jewish actors at Rome and elswhere; and one of them, men
tiond by Flavius Josephus, was so skilful that he became a favorit
at court. But the masses of the Jewish people at home remaind stran
gers to the theater, participating in it merely as spectators. The
most ardent admirer* of the drama lookt upon it as a foren import-
ation, a luxuriant growth transplanted from a strange soil. Pre-
servd fragments of even Ezekielos' play show unmistakable traces of
Euripidsan influence. Nevertheless, this first Jewish playwright is
extremely interesting. As appears fro» the subject of his play, he
seems to hav attempted to lay the foundation for a national Jewish
drama; for it is nothing less than a dramatization of the Exodus
with Moses as its hero.
This last fact is very characteristic. We shall presently see
that it was the wtory of the Exodus that containd the germ of what
must be considerd the first genuin Jewish drama. As is well known,
France in the middle ages developt two distinct dramatic types, the
religious and the farcical. The one was a product of the Catholic
liturgy, and, but for the classic revival, might eventually hav given
rise to a nativ serious drama. The other sprang directly from the
pent-up energy of a people naturally given to mirth, and gave the
impuls to the comedy of Moliere. Something of the same order took
place among the medieval Jews. The Jewish middle ages, however, be-
gan six centuries before the French. After the fall of the second
-d*u/«»Iq ttuoloviil mb*o-i^ axtt aacuu. tmii o ail* ao inn % »mfluo
uU a*onw • clml^msSi a*Xibamx*Lk axtf .£;.•! O'l u \ltmm aA .a?t>*a#a
I JarfwaoxoR .»bI i %a naq ati? s *mot» va/i nwoiuC anatb Ja*x£l
•
aMtf.lo ano bna jtnr»r^wilb tan saoX 3m aio^aa xUxaaL To load aw
iovji^ a MiOtd axl ^xtftt Ci/IXiii 01 ui
,
ax/il.aaol- ai/iral*? ^d. JtaoJt*
^ilivwi amoxi #a olqjaq xlaxwat adj xe inub axiJ .JUJOO Sm
; .t"ioJ«hJpeq» ml. ^XitUB *l ni ^xJxq.-oijTAq a*ii oi aia«
'iwqiul orxu'i ju ax< Jx iioqir ^^ool aourxi axtf to anaix&La 3a*hi& tmtm
•
Xxoa a^iix.i^a a iuoix baj fUiLiiuiWt J xU*o*t^ $nMi*tsjxjjl a ...clip
aawii* •Xdxuj**aX4ixix/ *oxla vjXq '«uX*xaiaxt nava lo aJnaia&ai- iv-ia*
£48l?wvBlg xiaxwaT. JnH »Ixtf
, BbXoxtf*xav©K „ao«a*/XxxU naatxqxiLy
1
„-*»Xq '20 Jot»(,ui/» axtf mqi'i iim^im «A . jiflxJaaiaJn l ^lawrfxa
xwaL XanaxJan a iol noX^tni/ol axtt ^aX oi La*«toaJJii vaxl uxtaW)
ai/Lojtfl axtt xo nol*i**x*xxiani a naxkr aaol ji/ixxtfoii ax 4x -jol imnjnl
»a ,o* s», aj£ a* leiuM aMi
a {XJ-jiaaaiq IXaxia
. :>I^«ii«^ojrtailo ^tav al tfoal Ja*X aixXT
4w
. j ...i<»i axU an^uJaoo Jaxtt ai/aaXl #Jtt lo ^lo^a acii aaw si imL?
i XXa« al aA .aaaxrii liniw-i 7 - nxx/ua* *aill axtt xvx&Lxanos ad Jam
, toqV ol**wr\b ioatfmti ow* .+qoXa/a* aag* aia&xm axiJ al eoaaY?
xloxttaO 9tU lo ir>ub*nq mm aao axfT . lao I onal «o> £»xia aisoxs2£*i
x* Taxi x-£-^*"*B9V" *daxis , C£VlvaT oxaaaXo art* to . J'lfo' Jbna t^Tj^OtUI
.it Aoii ^XloaixJL ^nqa -xarUo adT .anartt euoXiaa vx^an a 0* aali.
..^ av^ trui t £U"Xi.ui na /i » ^XX^'Xi/ian aXqoaq a lo ^lana qiJ^a*f»i
oatf iai>ic o. J ~ 08 . aiilioH la %aaaoo axU ol bl^qjii
( iavawoxl ,M|| oXJbLiai xiaxval aoT .aal Lx\ jILh*& hiii ±n^w oo^lq
aouaa ox^ lo ££./.». oilj le^lA .Joaaf'? axU •lolao' aaXit/^aoo -Ui o*a
4temple, Jewish life and thought underwent a complete transformation.*
Tfce nation's outlook upon the world was radically changed. Despair-
ing of the present and the immediate future, the mind of the people
turnd with reverend longing to the past; and the ancient rites and
observances, the memorial feasts and days, assumed a new significance
Under oppression and thretening dispersion, Israel began to feel,
more than ever before, the ties of nationality. Hence, while the re-
ligion was felt by all to be the spiritual bond that woud hold the
race together, the popular consciousness instinctivly dwelt on those
holidays which combined religious solemnity with memories of nation-
al glory and triumf . In consequence, the celebration of the major $
feasts gradually assumed a dramatic character which renderd them u-
nique among the customs of all races and peoples . It seemd as tho a
passionate desire had taken hold of the persecuted nation to liv o-
ver anew the trials and sufferings of its past, if but to be thrild
again withthe hopes of former victory and triumf. It was an attempt
to bury the misery of the present in the exaggerated glories of the
past.
Simultaneously, and as a result of the same causes, came the
rise and development of the synagogal ritual, and more especially
of that family liturgy peculiar to the home-loving Jew; and these
new chords in the Jewish soul imbued them with a tragic feverish-
ness, a lyric love of Zion, and a bitter irony amounting almost to
satire. Of all the home-services, the most lavish attention was be-
stowd upon the Haggadah for the eve of the Passover. The Feast of
Unlevend Bred was naturally regarded as the most typical national
It Cf . Graetx, History of the People of Israel, v. II
.
, passim .
.rroi-". 1 ."Hi'imrarti vf* Z ^ago it JiiawxsXtxtu Jxi^LroiiJ lan^ alii ..ain'oL e/qaidJ
•vim* I .i^^ojuio >&XX£o£bjri illow eitt noq*/ iooXJi/o » f noXJ*n ttff
sq aaJ lo hats otfi
,
oiuJi/l oJAiLooBi odi bam v+aoooiq mdt lo
•ttJiT Jaslaa* *4J Laa ;Jo«q ed* oJ gaifcaoX Aoo-iovo? itttw banuS
: x.i i« woa a bttwfcii mxmb ba* oi*oo'.. L*ti<mmn md* ,if«unMtfo
,X98'1 aa&oi X04n»I ,aolo*ioq«iL jntaaSmidt bam aolmmmiqqo lobxxU
ii t>di illdm .aonoll .x*XX.unoU*a lo mmtJ oxitf
,
010I0J iot* a*<& nOJi
tloxi iu/©w f.rtod X*t/Jliiqo tHi od o* XXo JXol mw zioljiXX
J so Jlmmb TilvUoatSmal •uaamuo toonoo tmluqoq adt ,io4£t&oJ eoin
jm :o hqLlama dJl* ^lam»tom ouol^IXoi coaM.uoo ir;idw o^otXXoii
lo^ii ojL i nai.t.o'iJoXoo oiiJ ooaoi/pooaoo al .l^wli* fcn* cxoX^ Xjo
m/U bvLnvi da l dm i*t urtmdo olfmmmrtb l fc*ju/«»* tlLoutAia
.J- bju Uun f I . o»Tqo©q bam ms'wt itm lo m^oimuo i*dS &ioxji supXn
o vil oj noL?«n b&j j:,o«-i9q oil? lo Hod awLm* bad &ttm»b sJitaoitMq
•
- 1. ii M o* JxaI XI lo oa/il*xolli« £oo «Xj»1i^ mdS mmtut nov
'jStu am *** J I .Imulif has xiofvl; loonol lo aoqod wnldftm ala^o
7o •iioX^ boJ.Mifta»AXo adi at Sammwnq adJ lo ^amtm ^i/d oJ"
s.wio
,
oojojuoo mum ad* lo 3 lummn m mm bnm
,
\.l*uomauf lunl?.
faioifjii MM ii£U> .LouJii laao^yuix^o lo iamaqolmrmb bam mmli
oaouJ Ijxiu <v«l ^nlToX —od tif^ lAtXi/o&q ^siirill ^Xinui' ^Atl^ lo
. i^nuoao xfi^X i»i^Xd jj £xto ( aoXS evoX olTfcX u % mmma
HjiW tfoX^ns^^ii AmlvMl fmom 9&f
,
•oinM-#aoif 3di [to 10 . stllac
.'/•i-ot »JT .'io o«»^ ©dl lo OT9 mdS ro^ j^^q;^^ 3iW aoqir hwofm
nottaa Xooiqnc^ ^ooin oitt bmbiB^mt fJUmW0»M WtM bmn° baavnlaV
5holiday and as the prototype of all the later triumfs of the people
of Israel over their enemies. Next to the synagog, the artistic in-
stincts of the Ghetto exprest themselves in an attempt to "beautify
the home on this and similar occasions; and on the eve of Passover
every Jewish dwelling was transformd into a miniature theater, where
for the thousandth time was reenacted the drama of the Exodus.
And a drama the Haggadah is beyond the shadov/ of a dout. It has
all the characteristics of a popular-religious performance, consist-
ing, as it doss, of dialog, symbolic representations, and narrativ
passages, and being thruout intersperst with amusing anecdotes, mor-
al tales, and songs of all sorts. This is not the place to go into
the historical development of this uniqme specimen sf original Heb-
rew drama, or to make a detaild stud$ of its contents. It will suf-
fice for the purposes of this essajr merely to indicate the meager
foundations mpon which it rests, and then to trace the outlines of
its present form. The scriptural authority of the Haggadah consists
in the following 7/ords: " And thou shalt tell thy son on that day,
saying, It is because of that which the Lord did for me when I came
forth out of Egypt"1 This was later interpreted by the Rabbis in fa-
vor of a Passover-eve servis of a highly elaborate nature: "The son
shall ask ( sic ) his father about the meaning of the ceremonies, and
2
according to the maturity of the son shall the father instruct him,"
— an injunction which contains the germ of the Four Questions (v.
infra)
,
or, in other words , the central dramatic element of the
Haggadah. IT was only, however, about the middle of our ninth centu-
1. Exodus, XIII., 8, R. V.
2. Mishnah Pesach, X., 4.
Lqo3';
_c h^jauLit I9**.t artt List to aq^tof o-i ; odi sjj Icu ^aMIb:!
(1 ftft2#?j» axtt taosAirx^e ad*'.-»i JxaTI .aaiaana "ilad* *iaro r»4rx»r>1§
~A>ad oJ tfqaaaJ}* xi« nl aarlaaajadi /aa*rqx« o^artO tail *io tfoo&a
:*roaaa? ara axtt no to* ;anoia*ooo %aU*la boo alxtt ao tksod ad*
>tfw .n^aad* BiuSjtlatta m otal Imto^miwU ««w ^lilawA dalval x*"*
.au&oxS aitt Mrit adJ a*« MU rtt&iuiaj/uiit jUJ -rot
*I .Juoi) 4i lo woi>*a* adJ Jtoaxad al uatj^aH 9ii> jaaino * hah
***** « •oa4ano
,
i-i»q ai/oiaHai-uiIi/qoq i» "io aolJaliaJojiado ad* LL*
Umttmci tan
< anolJaJnaayKjai oilocfa^i % ^otMtb to ,mo£ *1 aa ,311!
( aa*oi>oaaa anUuaus #lhr #i#jll>lBl tuosndi ^alod bat. ,a*,y«*l
03 oJ aaaiq ad* *oa ai aldT .aJ-roa LLm to n^oa to* ,aaU* la
« I^ala^o la mml'Jtqn 9Bplav ntdS to JnanqoIaTafc iMotiofnld idf
a* CXtw si ,aJa*fuoo lo MLtft* a sittu no , ivanL «n
1
• •• vft>-i,.; ^.a». •IdJ •a«o<nvq Ml) vji*
i nilSt o adJ ao/nJ aj nsxU baa
, a*a« St doiaw io<x» •aolSmbauo-:
«iaxioo
^ftlialfap LnuJqi-roa adT .aro'l Jnaaa-Tr; a* 2
p£ ao fl08 ^ [rs * jf^8 iflA * :«|)to . ^aiwoIXol ad* ni
id I n©dw mm tot btb Ifeit adJ dolrfw Jiidl % o mnil al J I t yi^«a
;il airfiiiH ad* %<f baJetcrxaJal vimt a*vr altfT x"J<rc** ^0 Juo dtno^
'. eifT" raic^iw aJjnoJuIa X-Wb^rf * alv-iaa •ve-isvoaaa'T jej ^0 "fov
I .aslfloaaiao aril lo yxiruBain ad^ Suo1& vAJml 9 Id (otm ) iaa ILmim
til J-Jtrx^afll
-xaxLTal adt Ilada aaa *di to |fHgfl aitt ^atijioooa
•jxiolv*a9i/0 ii/o'l a4* to auJ aal-a^noo afeta* notSoau^l a* —
Mfl ^a^oaXa olljj unt Urtfa&o axii
,
ai>to.. lailto al ,ia . (amliii
^nia nuo Blbblm «dt 1 orf* ^narawod ,^Ino a*w TI .daka;*^?.
.V .H ,8 , . HIT ,aul)oxjr . |
ry that the various practices and detacht liturgies were combined
and thewhole arranged into the Haggadah as we know it to-day.
A mere glance at this curious book found in every orthodox Jew-
ish home will lear no dout as to its dramatic character. It^opens
with instructions in the vernacular describing minutely the manner
in which the family board is to be arranged before the ceremonies
begin, — dramatically speaking, the stage- s etting , then. The table,
coverd with a silver-white cloth is deckt out with a number of small
dishes containing various symbols to represent the Egyptian bondage
and the several stages in the Exodus, beginning with the "bitter"
oppression — typified by the hors-radesh root — and ending with
a sweet preparation suggestiv of the sweetness of liberty. The form-
al opening of the services is made by raising the dish containing
the unlevend cakes with the words — addrst to the houshold: "This
is the lowly bred which our ancestors ate in the land of Egypt."
TBen follows the call of charity: "Let all that are hungry come and
feast," which in former times was pronounst in a loud voice on the
threshold, whereupon the invited poor waiting without enterd the
hous.
Thus far, however, the paschal servis resmbles a dramatic pan-
tomime. But now dialog is also brought in. The son, observing these
ceremonies, turns to his father and asks him Four Questions2 con-
cerning the meaning of it all. Tothese the father answers by relat-
1. I hav before me a copy publisht in New York about 1890.
8. The four are: 1. Why the unlevend bred? 2. Why the bitter ^
roots? 3. Whythe sweet salad and the other unfamiliar preparations?
4. Why do we eat in reclining posture?
l-«u ..0,1100 »iflr v »*.<ijjtUJ*i J*io...j, 9fc l>a^ ai/oi'l^ . xiJ Jjuufr
,^t-oJ Al wonjf um bs dMbu^mH *dj oSal b*&urtiu BtoawaOS bam
0|f| at bauol iLood muolntn ntdf tm •oo-bIb naa A
Moqo J I .i**3*-uirio ot*.aajnl> |M a* « jt/ |> oa ya»£ CXlw Mad n»2
BOM edt ^C^ti/nlw %nl-Slixmmb t*luostrt9T mif al naotSoirttnal dJlm
•ifttHMWTio sxli •K>T»d ta^rum* erf of ml liAot x ****** miV ni
*tJ*rf tuff .a*xtt .:>am©i»-efc<rfi #rw fr>ni unqv ^CXfjiJamaUb — ,a*3etf
jjm lo t*J«rua * il^Xw Juo }:{o*b ml rf^olo •Jiaw-isvXli a dJl;? Jbfroo
x^itf" %dJ dJlv jalaaLzmS t mitbomfi odJ al mm&mJm Uiovam QiiS mmm
iw yaita* La* — Soon dmmb*n-9iQ.L adJ \<i bmtliqxt — aolunfqo
9aT
.'t^i'j IT 1o •MillW 9Xtf lo aoltMimqmiq Jmmwm
iknlmtmm Salt att ualnl*n \6 mbma hi «»oiv-x9B mdt lo aala»qo In
*iiT M
: Xod«aod adJ JaTbl)* — iLiow 9*tt Ult aei«o &at» »Xnx/ so?
1
• *TG& *° ba-** mdJ al 90S mtotrnvoa* ivo duldw Imid ^fwol 9& *t
.' MMt m IffM Hi Ml IfMwi ll r Xa g|f t«tlX«| rK.»
no •oIqt LiioX ii at Jmauoiioiq u*w ewiU imtio! al dotdw
axU taeJn'j Juo/ttlw ^al-fl^w looq L*liva. adJ aoq_u9i9dn «£Xoa«#tjU
. «yoi!
n.-q IttiOHiL jj •«X Uh«i al^rxM Lert9»i*q mdJ t i9V<y*od ,ial m/x£T
•^•9itf zalnami:' nom. »aT .nJt JaV°"»<* osXji ml aolmtb won 3ud tihwf
llri ^cf ••X9\fB/ua itLt&t mis MiitfoT .XI* to 3nla*«8 jn ins'
• 0C8I ^^04* ^oY woT' nl JdmlLiuq x^oo * »Tol»d rmH I .X
-w*xrti*qoiq t»ilXl«ilfli/ imUo edJ Las LaLb* J»»wb ^^IW ,8 ?»Joci
ing the story of the literati on from Egypt. The tendency in modern
times seems to hav been to weaken the dramatic element. Tradition
has %% it that in the early days the entire servis was gtofl thru by
the members of the houshold standing up around the table, each with
a bundle at the end of a stick over his shoulder — a rather real-
istic representation of the hasty ascape from Egypt* At present the
"Seder" (servis) proper is enacted bjr the father, who, drest in his
best, is reclining on a couch* and the youngest son, who asks the
questions and joins in the reading of the narrativ portions. The em-
fasis is laid on the idea that on the eve of the Passover every Jew
is a king (i.e., a freeman) , rather than on the pre-liberation epi-
sodes •
This Hebrew family drama, substantially in its present form, has
held the untiring attention of millions of spectators for a thousand
years. It is, as has been seen, a liturgical play, revealing in its
sources , its symbolism, its sc?nic and musical features, the essen-
tial elements of that genre . For this reason alone it shoud be of
interest to the student of religious drama in other languages/. But
its greatest importance consists in the xact that it is only one tf?
— and the most perfect — product of a tendency to celebrate in a
highly dramatic fashion their half-national
J
hulf'-roligioas feasts
b#y a people hitherto supposed to be devoid of all dramatic express-
ion. For it shoud be observd that it is not only the "Passover but
all the Jewish holidays that show this remarkable tendency. On the
Feast of Tabernacles the religious Jew does not simply read the ver-
ses in Scripture which record the event commemorated by the holiday;
1. or. Ex. aii. , y-lu.
"d. Hence question 4.
'J<J
j
-i^vo XoUh m \o tarn «dj nXlm/a
a/p^B* >;Jbjj£ ^itf ?o aol^^Jaoa^iffti
•d* t bmJvxav ml ioqo*i<< (biv-i&O ^i^io*
>A3 tn
If!
no ajQili t
foo jj no &n toil 001 ml 4 Jb&
MM
. b?.<J;ob
,*mu;"lt ciiaw'i WBitfoH BlaT
£ *
,
aa&a flBod mjtd m* t mt SJ .mtais\
Din' r»« ,^iBlXaf«nc» eJl
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8but he actually bilds himself a thatch-roof t tabernacle in which he
dwells for eight days, that he may ae nearly as possible liv over
again the historical experiences of his people. And on the Feaat of
Weeks Jthe reason why in orthodox homes the regular meat-dinner is
preceded by a dairy luncheon two hours earlier is found in the tra-
dition that on the Bay of the Giving of the Law the women, having
been present at the awful event equally with the men, were unable to
prepare the usual meal, and so had to serv what was nearer at hand.
These are instances of something more than religious symbolism.
But of all Jewish holidays one of the least intrinsic importance
has been dramatically of the greatest influence, having been destind
to effect the ultimate establishment of a Jewish public theater. This
was the Feast of Purim. The lightness with which this day is regard-
ed by the people is well exprest in the popular proverb; "Fever is
no illness and "Purim is no holiday;" and perhaps also in the fact
that it is esti^c one of two days in the Jewish calendar when one may
legitimately drink to ex^ss, or as the Talmud puts it, until one
knows no$ the difference between "Cursed be Haman" and "Blessed be
Mordecai
.
n This levity and merriment was enjoind or at least warrant-
ed by the language of Scripture itself;^ and it is to this lack of
solemnity of Purim that Jewish corned^ and latterly the Jewish thea-
ter owe their birth. The Haggadah, .rith all its dramatic features,
divine
has remaind a servia. Nor coud it, from the nature of its
origin, its religious tone, its antiquated language, and above
A
els
its strictly domestic character, hav been otherwise. On the other
hand, the Purim practices out of /vhich the drama developt, had but
1. Esther, IX.
,
15, ff
.
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§little todo with either religion or the home; they were customs of
a purely popular and social order. Hence they possest and exercised
an element of freedom unknown to any other Jewish festival; and
hence/; they hav gone thru a series of changes quite incompatible with
the nature of liturgies.
To understand the medieval Purim- plays it is necessary to form
some idea of Jewish life in the middle ages. Rcornd and persecuted
by his neighbors, and shut out from all social intercours with them,
the Jew withdrew into himself and attempted to liv a life of his
own. Communion with nature was forbidden him, and he was forst to
preserv himself by a traffick which, was directly opposed to the spi-
rit of his past and his religion. To those who knew only the exter-
ior of his life he seemd an unreeling usurer and a despicable, cring-
ing coward. Tne ghetto which he inhabited appeard bleak and sunless,
the type of earthly sordidness. But it was so only from without. The
soul-life of the J$w was a seald bock to all about him. Inhls home,
among his family and his friends, — here alone he was his true self.,
Here thecunning, calculating money-lender became transformd into a
the
venerable patriarch, in^/a7 spiritless coward into a nero struggling
to preserv a race and an ideal. Within the ghetto, life had all the
picturesk beauties If an oriental garden. On sabbaths and feast-days
whji its homes and its lanes were radiant with the religious light
of myriads of candles and the transfigured aces of gaily-clad women
and children, it seemd as an oasis in the desert •£ European barbar-
ism. Here, retiring from the cares and the humiliations of his daily
life in the outer world, the Jew gave himself up to th» contempla-
tion of the serener regions of his religion and his history.
It wag an entirely spiritual life, removed alike from nature
"X&Xtf JutfBhOa VBJ&f OOasH .l&LlG rMt^nu f rtju * „r «.
VXJl
,OiiJ ol »Mt|| L*>7 X>£U» ^•4M} wXll
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and from nan. Yet there were days even here when, in spite of himselii
the human instincts in the Jew asserted themselves; and among these
Purim was the foremost. Then, for a brief interval, he seemd to emerge
ft
from his counting-hous and from his Talmufc, to -assume the shape of
common humanity, shaking himself free from the oppression of his ex-
iled existence on the one hand, and from the self-fofcgetting rumina-
tions of his diseased soul on the other. Purim had from the outset
been ordaind a "day of gladness and feasting;" and now it gradually
took ob the character/ of a carnival season. Such frivolous amusements
as on all other days were considerd out of harmony with the spirit
of Judaism were not only permitted but encouraged on the Purim. Songs
on the fall of Haman were composed in Hebrew and in the vernaculars,
and they were sung, accompanied with extravagant rejoicings, in the
houses, in the streets, and even in the synagogs. Masking, which is
strictly forbidden by the Law and the Talmud, became one of the fa-
vorit practices associated with the festival, and even the Rabbis
connived at it. In the Orient, the custom of reproducing tne story
of Haman and Mordecai as a^mime came into vogue along with the other
features of the celebration perhaps very soon after the occurence of
the historic event. It must hav reacht Europe much later; for we
hear nothing of it until late in the ninth century.
From this brief summary of the circumstances under which the /
first attempts at a regular Jewish drama originated, the difference
betv/een the Christian miracles and the Purim mimes at once becomes
evident. The Church made a conscious effort to dramatize its litur-
gies as a means of instructing the masses of its worshippers in their
religious history, seeking thereby to introduce an ftlement of spiri-
SSOI0A bas jaiwIaauaxL* IW'iaaaji w©X, exit nx aJoniJanl nj*«/xi silf
•e oi taiaaa a4 a I«naJnl land a iol naxfT .^iomio'. oaJ a«v a»l«nff
» aqiuia axtt etuiJHBi* p# »fcjwi£aT axil jno*rl inx auoxi-vil-fnt/oo • 1x1 aurfi
aid lo noxaaetqqo axL* ao*l aail llaajaxd anl.-Lnxia ,tr»Minif noanoo
jixn onli^tj)t«1 ll«»a *xtt .uoY: bas K bcwd © o a*tt no aon&Jaixa J>«I1
BJi/o 3Xw ••nti X)*jxI (Bitjj^ . *iiuito ao fi/oa Lo«/jen i I alxl lo anol?
ta.-io Jl von toe " |HU#i#«l Leu mtatocibulz lo c-**^" balulvo JiaacJ
• :;auu nuolovi'il xIdoC .aoMes IV xmao a lo Viv^sunj* lo oxll so rfooJ
ilqa adi ik4 lw Y,noaruul 1c Jx/o Jbiafcxwnoo snow BYjao teiiio IXa no ax
. Xia/*7 &rtt no L*5»ir!L< jone Ji/d i>a.TJijnaq
:
rn : Jon aiev aaialu/L lo
Ix/o >mov yrtfr ftl loa waiut»H at lesogajco siaw aaoaH ro lis* axtt no
nx
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cfdjaJI oiU nava Lxm
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JjuvJL*nbi oxij xUXa XaJ«looaa* vaoUaanq iliov
oJb a.;J yilouloiqai lo suofruo axtf t /naXiC axtt nl »il J a tavinnoo
o aiw iw lw ^no 1 is ao^ov of at i»mso asloi a aju laoaliolf has ruaaaE lo
n-.*iwooo oxfcf -i©Jla Tooa >fiov aq.**if*io»T n ^indoloo arlJ lo aa#fL/J*a*
aw io- ;*X£>Ji>r aotMi sqoifiS Mmh tax! i*tm 31 . Jna a fioJalii <*x£f
.^TuJnac *tfaln axU nl a^af Ittav St lo j/il L*on t«oxf
aJJ1 xlolxlw nalnii aannjcJa:.u/s*YXo 9^ lo ^i/Kuai/a latid aid* mtrfl
atallli) aaJ t l>atjunl^iio i4nl xlalwaL j* ^ n/qnaJJ^ *a*ill
.:sooaJ ono aaxlm uilix^ axli l>xut aal'j/nla aujUrIixIO axlt naaviad
x r. 1 BsMsmMib of iiolla nxroloa noo s 9bs.a. dQtusft exfT . JxiaMva
nl a7t»qqlxio*! or hji lo aaa*au b~J ^ntSotn* ant lo homo * aa aal^
qa lo ^naaalx na eoi/tuuni o^ {oatoil? ^ni^aaa .t^oial.i «col^lfai
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tuality into the gross materialism of their every-daj life. The
very opposit motiv/s gave rise to the Purim plays. The Jew's
was not spiritual instruction, but something to draw him out of
the shell of his past and bring him nearer to the life about him.
This may be the reason why the Christian drama began with tragedy,
the Jewish with farce ar comedy.
We hav no means for studying the medieval Purim mines
directly. So far as T know, none of them hav been preservd in any
form. They were for the most part improvisations on some well-
known general plot, such as the story of Esther or Joseph and his
1
Brethren, and were probably never written down. But we shall not
be very far wrong if in attempting to reconstruct them we turn to
their modern represent at ivs as we find them among the Jews of
the East-European countries; for, it must be remembered, that the
Purim pleys are as popular today wherever there are Jews as they
were in Medieval times. Here, then, a week or two before Purim, a
half # dozen young men— usually poor students or teachers' as-
sistants^but frequently sons of respected citizens— combine/ to
prepare a "play" for the approaching festival. They hold regular
rehearsals in a room of one of the synagogs or somewhere in a shed
chosen for the purpose, where the parts are assigned to the
different members of the group and th<; general run of the action
is decided upon. Popular songs, Purim lays in Hebrew or in Yiddish,
strains from Jewish cradle-songs, and pesant-ditties, are jumbld
together and sung ensemble when words fail. Wo one thinks of writ-
ing down the speeches, for what actor does not know what to say
1. This subject seems to have become a favorit even as early
as this period.
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when once in Lis r6le? They are, of cours, their own costumers,
and their historical iniaginat ions favor the gaudiest colore and
the most fantastic shapes. Paper and paste serv as materials for
the costumes, and" out of the peaceful wood are fashioned, the most
terrible weponsj
,#hus prepared and fitted out, the troupe sallies forth from
its green-room in the synagog early on the night of Purirn, followl
by a long train of curious children and, not infrequently, by a mob
of thretening ruffians. They enter the hous of the first prominent
Jew, where they find the family seated around the table. They are
greeted with kind laughter and open-mouthed, expectation. Taking
their position they address the audience tr&th the conventional
couplet
:
n A merry Pur im, good people, a merry Purim and true,
We hav come to relate Purirn s meaning to you,
"
!• Gordin relates how, after a performance of one of his plays, he
overheard a bearded Jew expressing his admiration for what he had
just seen, Gordin turnd to him and thankt him, "What are you thank-
ing me for?" the old man coud. not understand. n T hav written the
play," said Gordin. "What did you want to write it for?" the spec-
tator questiond again. "Well, but what woud the actors say?" the
author tried to explain. "Never mind about them. They are no fools.
Fine actors they woud be if they did not know what to say,"-— and.
he walked away. A characteristic anecdote if not altogether true,
2, "A gut'en Purim, a gut en Purim, miftne liebe leut
1
,
Mir sennen euch gekummen derzahlen was Purim beteut,"

Then the "Play itself begins. Usually they keep their profit;
and enact the story oF Ahasuorua. Esther, stangely onuf, is a minor
character and is often left out altogether. Even Haman is not the
center of interest. Indeed , it is neither the story nor the person
of the play that the spectators care for. The chief attraction
consists in the songs, the jests, and the costumes. Frequently,
however, the story of the Sale of Joseph—which, at least in modern
times^has been a greater favorit than the Ahasuerus is given
insted. The most important part, of cours, is that of the fool,
which is inserted in defiance of history. It is he that keeps the
audience in a roar by his elementary jests and comic songs. The
"Play" is invariably short, a half dozen or more performances beii g
given in different homes on the same evening. After , and even
during, the representation the troppe is entertain/d with wine
and victuals by the hostess. When it is ended, they take their leav
again with a stereotyped couplet:
"Purim will last only a day,
1
Give us a penny and chase us away."
Purim
,
however, is not the only occasion for these repre-
sentations. In earlier days , as well as now, it has been custom-
ary to hav"Spiele" at weddings, engagement -parties, and festivities
of all sorts. During the feast of Ohanukah, which resembles that
of Purim both in the nature of its origin' and the manner in which
T", "Heunt is Purim, morgen isjaus;
Git una a dreier, un'stupt una araus."
2. Feast of the Dedication of the Temple, commemorating the victoi
i hi
14
it is celebrated, dramatizati ons of the Maccabees 1
quently formd a part of the rejoicings* But of these, as of the
Ahasuerus-plays, no written forms exifcst.
It wadndt until the first decade of
that any attempt was made to reduce the oral Purim operas to any-
thing like literary form and. to bring them upon a public stage.
Frankfort-on-the- Main, then one of the largest Jewish centers in
Germany, had the distinction of being the seat of the first theatei
wver operated by Jews and for Jews. About the year 1708, a play on
the familiar subject of Ahasuemis wa.s given on the day of Purim to
# T
of the original mines with suggestions from the buffooneries pre-
valent on the German stage of the day, appears from the title 01
the printed version(l"708 )
:
"Ahasverus- Spiel. . . auf einem neuen Ofan (manner) glaich eine:
Opera un is ausgezogen aus Targum Scheni (the second Chaldee tran*
lation of Esther). w
ways an original rk,too, o ' s
win the approval of the religious members of the community. The
t-i * ~ - vi a csnnr'f>^c5 ^Visnp-ed the character
author made rather free use of nis source s, cno geu
of Mordecai, and introduced new persons not found in the
original.
Moreover, he t laid special emfasis on the
immoral life of the
Oriental court , depicting it with unrestramfi coarsnuo^ .
way he aroused th« '
so thAt'the performances were stopt and the printed
copies burnd.
„„„..,,!,, + ~ AAimt AT*i»tf>'t the T>ernicious influence
In the next year,probably to cqun uiaci no p^iu-
1. For the facts in this section see Schudt.
fifC
Ahasuerug
.
some sort, the pious Davie! Ulff (later Rabbi cf Mannheim), in combi-
nation with sc , o , matter into tho -ir own hi ' .
Ulff's hous in the Judengasse was turnd into a regular theater,
and performances were given there not only on Purim but thruout
the month of Adar, A certain Beorman of Lirnburg wrote the text of
the play on the Sale of Joseph , -a subject of far tenderer appeal to
the most Jewish of the Jews, tho it was not alt^ther free from the
blemishes of the Aha su e
r
j
s
. The immediate and immens success 01
this venture was a proof of how keenly the lack of a regular
playhous waa felt in the Ghetto. And yet it had to be abandond
within less than a month. Had this theater succeeded in maintain-
ing itself a while longer, a dramatic literature in Judeo-German
might hav been developt two centuries before Goldfaden, with who
knows what attending benefits for the Jewish people. But all the
odds were against it. To begin with, Jewish life in eighteenth-
century Germany was still very largely medieval. The immediate
causes for the closing of the hous in Frankfort, and the failure
of similar attempts elswhere, as gathererd from Schudt's account,
shows this very clearly. He says that when Christians began to
flock to the Jewish theater the government authorities promptly
1
forbad it under penalty of hevy fines. But even more paralyzing
1. W>3 snail hear of a parallel event in the history Oi
the modern Yiddish stage. When dissenfions
Odessa causelthe Russian government to forbid performances there,
>
t
New York the most flourishing Jewish theater in history. There

than tne oppi csbion 1 1 om wnumii wa& i.nc txyonny wj Mun me wn-u
it self. The ancient commune (the Kahal) was still intact , exercis-
ing all its medieval power over the bodies and the minds of its
subjects. This commune it was, let us remember, that burnd the
first published Jewish play. Another manifestation of Medieval! sn
nipt the projected theater at Metz in the bud. A pious Jew of
that city told Schudt that the performance of the Sale of Joseph
had been followd by an unusual number of deths, which was a sign
that the Lord was displeased with it.
The plays themselves are of very little literary interest.
1
Besides the Ahasuerus and the Joseph , copies hav been preserved
a play on Devid and Goliath belonging to the same period, and
another cald Acta Esther-Ahashverosh . which was produced at Prali
about ten years later. Some of their general characteristics, how-
ever, may be summarized in a few words. Tn the first place, let it
be observed that, without exception, they &i3r b .long to the comi*
genre. Tn this, as in other respects, they show themselves to be
the direct descendants of the earlier Purim mimes. Had their
authors stopt at this point and sought to create a purely natio;
drama, they might hav thrived better. Unfortunately they failed
to understand the spirit of their age; for. by introducing
the
un-Jewish vulgarities of the German clown- farces they
estranged
I
Jewish theater by almost two centuries. The vers in
which ey
*
ft«<sat>e from the decrees of the German government two cen
/s
turies ago.
1. See the catalog of the Oppenlieim library,
now in the Be
lein,publisht by M. St einschneider in the Serepeum .

1more stresses. Goldfaden s versification resemble b it in a remade
able way. Before leaving them, it is interesting to note that, in
-
C
\
]
workmanship.
We hear of no further attempts at a Jewish, stage until late
in the nineteenth century. Meanwhile, however, the original Purina
plays continued to be played in private homes, ij town and count
r
1. I gather this from general estimates and hints in my au-
thorities:
Ahasverus (170S):— * Ahasverus is of similar coars character
harp e1 s
,
"Gar alber und abgeschmackt '.' Schudt.
Kekirgth Yose.pl (1710): — "Ho 'dramatic or poetic value of
kind attaches to the play? — Karpelws,
"Die Juden haben ein gar gross Vergnugen daran haber -muss en."
—Schudt.
The next play, Acta Esther:— " A somc-what more refined comedy
Karpales.
2. In the sixteenth century Jews were among the first in
a. • * c>vlA„ _ fv Q c-nftTTi qv, cr\(\ Portugese dramatists. Beginniitime and rank among the bpan sn ana run ^sc ui&i.ie -ic^i l o
in the same century and continuing to the present, a literary
drama has appeard in Hebrew. But neither of these has much to do
. , , _x TVlP fn^,3 v, belongs to the dramatic literature cTWlLn OUl SUOjeCL* lilc luin^i u^j-viifj^ i.
Spain and the world in general; and the letter is a purely literal

wherever there were Jews. Occasionally, the Ahasuorus and the
Sl 1 oi' Joseph were revived in some abridged and sognizablo
form. The Judeo - German theater^ '. like Judeo-German litersture in
general during the following century, was waiting patiently for
the great events which were to transform Europe on the one hsnd
'walls Ghetto —B
French Revolution and the Mendelssohnian Reform. In the meantime
it was gathering new life and strength for the peuiod. of bloom
which was soon to come.
In summarizing the history of the jewishdrama from its begin-
nings to the period of the Enlightenment, we are struck at once
not only by the general similarity of its cours to the develope-
rnent of European drama, but also bp its distinctly characteristics.
The drama in England came thru the miracle plays directly from tie
Church liturgy. The Jewish liturgy^too, tended to the dramatic, b\
from Entirely different causes. The impuls to Christian drama was
didactic; the Jewish religious drama originated in a desireito es-
cape the sordid realities of medieval life. But this drama never
attaind to literary form and never enterd the theater. It remaind
a dramatized liturgy. Along with it, however, as in France,
anoth
er species arose, born primarily of the social customs of the
peo
pie. This was the Purim farce, which was destind to prevail and
to develop into a- national' Jewish dram*. Like everything els
Jewish, it was of a semi-religious nature, and was at first
foste
li i pes* frVita qf-Pffp nor fo>" the people at large,growtn intended neitner 101 r,ne suagw i xu- r^ r-*- »
It has a parallel in the works of Hrosvitha and others in
medieval European drama, and in the poetic dialogs of til age-*-
.. f
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unforeseen dimensions eno. attempted to become independent.
If, in conclusion, we ask ourselves the question, Why was
there no Jewish theater before the middle of the nineteenth ctn
tury? the answer , from what has been said, easily suggests itself,
All that ic; fundamental in Hebraic culture is forbidding to imi-
tativ art. The beginnings of music and poetry were in Judea as
everywhere els, rooted in the popular religionjbut the spiritual
G of Israel coud no
marble or made to vent his passions on the greensward before the
multitude of his worshippers. The Shokhinah may be praised in
psalms and adored in song, but he hates a graven image, whether it
be done in stone or in the gestures and tones of living mer.'And
since the drama of human life is preceded by the tragic octs of
gods end heroes, histrionic art is never even thought of in Judea
until the idealized materialism of Hellenic culture is wafted to
her spiritual borders. Ezekielos and other stray individuals
meditating the tragic muse workt under Greek inspiration end
fashioned their art by Greek models. But the masses of the Hebrew
people never became Hellenized; still less did their religion.
Thus Hebrew drama, then and in every age thereafter, remaind a
literary importation, cultivated only by the cultured and the
ip>KT»nPfi nnt written for the masses a^d unknown to them.
But the Jew, more perhaps even than any other race,possest
instincts which under favorable circumstances woud express
themselves in dramal Thru the dark ages of persecution and humil-
1. "Der Jude ist eine Kampfnatur, er redet und denkt dra
isch." Fabius Schach, n Das ilid. Theater, etc."

no
iation, when ho seernd to bts separated from the rest of earth by
the wals of his Ghetto
,
and from haven by the sheeted roof of
his Talmud, literelly buried under a burden of unspeakable woes,
then it was — how strange yet how characteristic! — that the
first sparks of a popular drama were kindld under the seemingly
lifeless ashes of his pitiable existence. In his longing backwsid
glances at the glory of his pest, in the rankling hatred .and trium
fanfc contempt for the fallen enemies of his race, he found his
satirical outburst.. let all attempts at formal plays and public
nd
the Talmud and all that they implied remaind intact. Medieval
Jewish dram? j xike medieval Christian drama, had need of a new
birth in religion end thought before it coud blossom forth in aL
its freedom and beauty. The Renaissance end the Reformation were
to the one what the Enlightenment and the French Revolution werot
to the other. Unlike thw Hellanism of 2,000 years ago, the Has-
kalah of the nineteenth century was a general awakening which
affected the whole people. The new drama is a popular art,
sprung from the national feasts and their liturgies, and molded
into form by. the dramatic experience of European literature, in
the same Hay as the Classical Renaissance added art to the
crude creations of the medieval Church.
1 a< t i
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The Rise and Development of the Theater,
Goldfaden and his "^ollovrers.
(Mbliografy • —- The ^endelssohnian Reform is treated fully in
Kayserling, Hoses Mendelssohn, sein Leben ujid sj3ir\e Werke, Leipzig,
1862,1888, ^or a general account of the movement, ^raetz, Oeschi eht
4er Juden. v.V. ,ch. X, Oi! the literary aspect, see Weissberg, Die
rTeuhebraeische AufHaerungsli t erattir in rJaliz.! en, Leipzig und Wien
,
1898; and Leon Rosenthal, Toledoth Hebrath Marbe Haskalah be-Flrez
Russia (Hebrew), St. Petersburg 1890. —• For the pre-Goldfaden th®
-
ters, see Allgemeine 7eitung des Jjadenturns, 1838, TTo.l55; Thj3 JjsxaeJL:
tie, Cincinnati, IT., 3; Wiener, ch. ^ r .,pp. 234-5. on the establish-
ment of the theater by Goldfaden and. the period immediately follow-
ing: Seifert, "Die Geschichte vun T^ischen Theater in ^rei Zeit-
Perioden" (Yiddish) (in Die .Xdische Pihne, TTew York 1897); Hut chins
Hapgood, The %irit of the ^etto, pp. 113-176, Few York 1902; lift-
er,ch. XV.; Fabius SchaoH, "Das juedische Theater, sein Wesen und
seine Oeschichte," Ost und VestU Berlin, Mai, 1901— the only fil-
osofical treatment of the subject. -For the life of ^oldfadentA
vohliner (pseud. ), "Abraham ^oldfad.en," in Pgr Haugfreund
(Yiddish)
v. T., pp. 165 ff. An estimate of his work is given by Pinsky
in
his Das Tdische Drama (Yiddish), "ew York, 1909. A number
of his
plays hav been publisht in separate pamflets by the
Hebrew Pub-
lishing Co. of *tew York. So hav also some of Tet6ine*s,
Shaikev-
itch's, end Hurwitz' s.
)
The end of the Jewish middle ages was effected
thru the pub-
lication of "endelssohn's German translation of
the Pentateuch in
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1783. This work was at once the signal for a renaissance and a
reformation. On the one hand it unearthed the ancient half-forgot-
ten heritage of the people and pointed the way to the renewal of
a broader and more natural form of life; while on the other hand,
the commentari es which accompanied it fell like a bom into the rab
binical camp and ultimately led to the reform of the ritual. In
Germany, however, where the movement began, it had no enduring in-
fluence on Jewry as such. It was in Russia and Austria, where it
spred during the next fe w decades thru the efforts of Mendels-
sohn's friends and followers, that it produced the most significant
results in education and literature.
This , it must be reraemberd, was the era of the first revol-
ution
,
when Europe even to Russia was swept by a wave of liberal-
ism and toleration . The emperor Joseph IT. hQd just issued the
edict which promist emancipation to the Jews in his dominions,
and similar reforms were forthcoming from the Czar. Taking advan-
tage of these encouragement s the reformers, or Ma skilim as they
cald themselves, set about to establish schools for the study of
Hebrew, German, and other liberal subjects. The details of their
schemes varied with each country, as did also the results they
attaind; but everywhere alike their motto was the enlightenment
of the Jew^ih masses. Mendelssohn himself had started the first
Hebrew periodical. Now similar publications were undertaken in
Galicia and in Lithuania, with the result that by the middle of
the centuryia rich and varied literature in the language of the
Bible had sprung up in the Eas* of Europe.
Before long
,
however, the earlier generations of Maskilim
had past away, and their descendants in Russia, realizing the in-

adequacy of Hebrew as s medium whereby to reach the masses
,
be-
gan gradually to pass over to the vernacular. Naturally their
earliest writings were controversial, satirical, or didactic; but
a pure literature was the ultimate outcome. Following the example
set by the Hebrew writers, they sometimes cast their ideas in
the form of dialogs, and in some cases actually produced dramas
worthy of the stage. Such plays were written by filttinger, Aksen-
feld, and PrOttlober. Abramovich, one of the most delightful writers
in Yiddish
,
is the author of two of them, The Meat-tax and The En
listment
.
The former is simply a biting satire in dialog directed
against the communal leaders . In The Enlistment we hav a charm-
ing picture of Jewish life and a veritable gallery of Jewish types
tho here
,
too, criticism of the Kahal is obviously the motiv
1
which inspires the author.
Meanwhile repeated attempts were made to establish a public
theater for Jews, but all without success. As early as 1838, we
hear of a play "Moses" written for and acted by a Jewish company
2
at the " newly establisht Jewish theater" at Warsaw, Twenty- six
years later a similar venture at Odessa ended in the same way. We
know almost nothing of the character of these two theaters nor of
the kind of pl c ys they produced, but some suggest iv hints as to
the causes of their failure may be culd from the names connected
with them. Schertspierer, the author of the " Moses," was a resi-
dent of Vienna, therefore proverbially unfamiliar with the life of
1. The entire subject of the didactic closet drama previous to
Goldfaden has been treated rather fully by Wiener.
2. Jewish Encycl. ( s.v.Drama, Yidd.i sh) . I know nothing more a-
bout these theaters.
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the Eastern Jews fox' whom he tried to write. Besides, his name is
nowhere met with in the Jewish literary annals of the time. nf
the Odessa theater we know that two plays entitled Esther and Ath-
alia respectively weee presented there. One is easily led to the
assumption that these were no other than Racine's plays, trans-
lated , or at best adapted, to the Jewish public. The situation
and its difficulties are perfectly obvious. :To Jewish theater coud
hope for success unless it took up the thred where the purim pla^s
had left off. By I860, Russian-Jewish Society had advanet but lit-
tle from medieval conditions. There was no public for a real drama
such as the rest of Europe had; for the Haskalah had. not yet
made its way to the great masses. Yiddish literature, on the other
hand, had marcht too far away from the elementary popular forms;
and the men who were willing to write for the theater had. not suf-
ficient insight to grasp the problems of their task. Nevertheless,
and in spite of their failure, the theatrical ventures of this
period showd hopeful signs. Clearly, forces were at work in Jewry
that were rapidly preps ring the soil for a drama based on the ar-
tistic traditions of the whole people. This hope was realized in
1876.
The story of the beginnings of the first successful Jewish
theater is curiously interesting. It reads like a series of para-
doxes. One might hav expected that Russia, as the seat of the
Haskalah . woud hav been its cradle, and twt one of the well-known
literary dramatists its father. But the contrary was the case.
Ooldfaden, the father of the theater, was a dramatist neither by
reputation nor by temperament. In a language possessing an activ
dramatic literature of long standing, such a men woud never hav
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turnd to the theater. Again, of all the Ruropean countries inhab-
ited by Jews none had boon so little affected by the culture-wave
of the Enlightenment as was Roumania where the first performances
were given. Like the Reformation in England, the drama enterd the
Ghetto by a back door.
The Yiddish miracle had begun as a semi-religious celebration
and h?d ended in grotesk popular amusement. Py the aid of an acci-
dent '^oldfaden was now enabled to start the modern Yiddish drama
at the very point where the Purim plays had ceast to develop. He
had received a thoro Western education and had early become fa-
mous as a writer of popular songs. The year 1876 found him in
O2ernovi.cz editing the "Rukowiner Tsraelitisches ^olksblatt;" and
the request from his subscribers in Yassy to remove his peper to
their city brought him in the same year to Roumania. In the caf£s
and taverns of Yassy he was not a little surprised to find small
bands of singers reciting his own folk songs. It occurd to him that
a combination of these songs with a slight prose plot of some sort
,
presented before a large audience, might be a venture worth attempt-
ing. No sooner thought than <ione. He immediately went to the task
of recruiting a troupe; then he patcht up a couple of vaudevilles;
and during the Feast of Tabernacles the Yiddish theater was suc-
cessfully launcht.
After the holidays Goldfaden pnd his, company removed to Rukr-
rest. The Roumanian capital was then the seat of the Russian staff
of war, and it swarmd with foren Jews who were marking money and
had long lookt for some form of amusement in the langusge they knew.
The Goldfaden was far from s gifted playwright
, he was a clever
man and knew his public thoroly. His so-cald comedies of this per-
iod are the quintessence of nonsens. Jtfhen one of his more intolli-
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gent spectators reprovingly askt him why he did not write a real
play, he replied: "r>o you want me to go straight to failure?Giv me
an intelligent public and^a treind troupe and T will write to suit
them." It is doutful whether he coud ha.vfmade good the letter part
of his statement; but it is a feet thst Goldfaden constantly grew
with his surroundings. The Purim farces which had preceded him were
the most sensless of popular mummeries ; and it woud hav been as
wise for him to write real drama after European models as for Shak-
spere's predecessors in the sixteenth century to translate Sopho-
cles for their spectators. What Goldfaden did was to follow his
instinct and to construct a folk-drama based on the old Purim mimes,
the synagogal chants (see below), and the popular song. Students of
the classic and medieval drama will be struck by the parallel.
At the close of the war Goldfaden took his theater to Russia.
Here, as might hav been expected, he immediately came into colli-
sion with the intelligert as well as the unintelligent forces of
the Ghetto. The rabbis threw up their hands in horror at the new
menace to Judaism; the assimilators cried that a specifically Jew-
ish theater woud overthrow the work of the Enlightenment and bring
b ack the old narrow separati sm; while the literary folk thought
that nothing short of Shakspere was good enuf for the Jewish masses.
Goldfaden, however, took none of these cries to hart. With the
people enthusiastically behind him, he attempted to refine the
stage gradually, he stopt writing idle farces, and past over to a
much superior species, which he designated the "historical operette
To speak of Goldfaden' s plays as literature woud border on
sacrilege. Yet the eperette as developt by him is interesting in
many ways. He adopted the form from German sources; but nothing
speaks more favorably for his good sens and knowledge of the Jew-
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ish people than the manner in which he fitted it to the needs of
his public* A literary purist wo d hav mede literal translations;
an unskilful charlatan like Kurwitz woud hav appropriated only the
tinsel and the noifce of his originals, enuf to win the favor of
the mob. Goldf?den transformd his models, or rather he merely took
a suggestion from thc-m. He chose his themes from Jewish history
and legend, founded his arias on the trsditional music of the can-
tor, and even adapted his vers - forms from the femiliar balladry
of the people. To supply the demands of his Russian public he
wrote his three masterpeices—- Doctor Almosado. or the Jews in
Spsin, Shulamith. and Par Kochba — which hav held the. stage ever
since and which suddenly raised the Yiddish playhous to the dig-
nity of a European theater, yere also his troupe acquired a num-
ber of new and valuable forces— Mmes. Pinkel and Karp, and the
two greatest actors the Yiddish stage hes yet produced, Adler and
I "ogulesco.
At Odessa the first rival company was started by one Leo Ler-
ner. Lerner was a man of some literary reputation, but like Gold-
faden he lackt the qualities of a dramatist. He was not, moreover,
the popular poet that Goldfaden had been and did not understand
the tastes and the needs of the Jewish public. He took the sugges-
tion of Goldfadon's cities, and attempted to fill his repertory
with translations from the German. Gutzkqw's Uriel Ako sta end Die
Juedin were -monr the first plays given in the new hous, and they
receive! he approbation of the intelligent classes. Then the at-
tention of other literati was turnd to the stsge , Katzenellembo-
gun wrote a play on the life of Rashi, Lillienblum, a well-known
poet produced an original comedy
,
JJer pi sk onti.st , and Shaikevich
,
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alredy famous as a novelist, enricht the repertory with an adapta-
tion from Gogol's Revizor . and a series of imitations and original
comedies of Jewish life and manners.
This period was the first Bluetezeit of the Yiddish »drama.
The public was enthusiastic, and the authors and actors won unbound-
ed applause and considerable financial success. But now came also
the first disappointment to the founder and the hopeful supporters
of the theater. Success turnd the heds of the parvenus of the
Yiddish green-room, and the first "war of the theaters" ensued. The
humble cafe' singers of five years ago, seeing themselves admired
on all hands, commenst to style themselves Jewish Salvinis, Booths,
and Trvings, end. to assume a contemptuous attitude toward their
audiences. Receiving no encouragement in their absurd claims to
greatness, they rose against their management and broke up the
troupe. Goldfaden and Lerner succeeded in reorganizing their two
houses for a short time; but new revolts soon followed , and the
theaters at Odessa had to be abandond. Then small companies started
out on the road, but the jelousies between them and between the
members within them led to endless quarrels and scandals, and in
the end caused their ruin. The government, tired of their unceas-
ing denunciations against eachjother, cut the Gordian knot by for-
bidding the performance of Yiddish plays in Russia(Sept. 14,1883.).
Goldfaden , however , evaded the ukase by removing his hous to
Warsaw and christening it the "German" theater. Put the intermin-
able disappointments and discouragements sapt the energy of even
this indefatigable pioneer. lie found himself unable to write new
plays, and the old ones had ceast to draw. Finally a second ukase
from the minister put an end to all Yiddish performances in the
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Czar's dominions, end scatterd tho bands of actors and authors
to all the corners of the earth.
The olosing of the playhouses in Russie has been considerd
by m?ny the greatest misfortune that coud hav befallen the ^evelop-
1
ment of Yiddish dramatic literature . Tt has been thought that
Russia
,
as the center of Jewish population and Jewish culture^
coud not but hav proved the most fertil soil for an artistic Jewish
drama. But history has shown that the migration of the theater to
New York
,
tho it delayed its progress for several years, ulti-
mately brought it the best results. The massacres of 1881 caused
the imigration to America of a large number of Jews who, for a
variety of reasons, woud never hav assisted the growth of the thea-
ter in Russia. There were among them many young men of education
who at hone had been either directly oppose^ to Goldfederis project
or altogether indifferent to it; and these became in N"ew York the
chief promoters of the dramatic cause. Their coming to America
had cut them off from the culture of their nativ country, but it
did ngX enable them to take an activ part in the intellectual life
of their new home and so they were foret to .create a literature
and a culture of their own. Gordin, the man to whom Jewish drama
ows more of its development than to all others combined, war-; one
of that class; and. there were many others.
The credit for ,the establishment of the first Jewish theater
in America is due to Boris Thomashefsky , one of the most popular
actors on the Kast Side today. He was in 1882 a young man workirg
at cigarets and devoting his leisure time to private theatricals.
1. Of, the article by F. 'Schach in Ost und West , Ha i , 1901.
i
1
.
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He leernd thru one of his friends at the cigaret factory that a
Jewish troupe was giving performances in London and almost stervin
an' 9 he promptly decided to have them come to * Tew York. A welthy
Rastsidet; Wolf Frank by name, became interested in the project,
and fumisht Thornaswhefsky with mon'jy to crrry it out • Within
less than three months the company arrived
,
and gave its first
performance at Turn Hall on Rast Fourth Street. The place was ill-
adapted for a theater; and the Up- town Jews tried, all in their
power to interfere. Finally Thomashefsky succeeded, in leasing the
Bowery Garden and "be- lay^the corner-stone of e regular Jewish
theater in America.
The next year Joseph Lateiner (formerly Goldfaden ' s prompt-
er) arrived with his company ?nd started the rival Oriental Thea-
ter, also on ^Bowery, Both companies
. were giving the old Gold-
faden repertory, but the public soon tjred. of hearing the same
plays, end Lrteiner \7as forst to turn playwright himself. This
was the beginning of the regime of whst has appropriately been
cald the "rag-drama". Lateiner h?d neither education nor talent.
Tn reading his plays , one wonders how such sensless rigmarole coud
ever hav been listend to by eny public no matter how uncult ivat cfi *
But Lateiner had one saving virtue: he knew the theater. What he
coud not accomplish in words he attempted to effect by means of
lavish scenery end. "popular" music. In other words, he adopted
fi-oldfaden's formula; but he ws s neither able nor willing to imi-
tate Goldfaden' s spirit.
When the success of these two companies became known abroad
a third promptly set sail for Uew York. It was led by a certain
"Professor" Hurwitz, who had made a failure as an actor and
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now turnd to the easier profession of a dramatist. This company
contrind men En' 1 women who later on, under the influence of Gor-
din,developt into son; of the mos< capable actors on the Cast Side,
"Professor" Hurwitz made his dcSbut in the dramatic world with a
ne'v kind of play, styled by him w Zeitstueck," which consisted of
nothing more than a newspaper "story" set to music. It might hav
been expected that such stupidity woud be 1aught out of countenance.
But this was not the case, Tt seemd as tho there was no great
enuf fool who coud
„
write a successful play for the Yiddish
stage. Even some of the actors, who coud scarcely write their own
names, became "authors". Only ess- poor Goldfaden faild to win fa-
vor with the new regime, and had to return, wretched an(j broken-
harted, to his newspaper-desk; while Lateiner Hurwitz, and Shai-
kevitch were the monarch s of their respectiv "palaces of art".
To summarize. The theater founded in Roumania by Goldfaden
and carried by him to Russia was thru the tryanny of the Russian
government transferd to America. Goldfaden attempted to create a
national Jewish drama by gradually educating his public. Tho his
farces were far from literature, they were based on the traditions
and the tastes of the Jewish masses. Tf they did not deal with life
in a truly dramatic manner, they were at least suggestiv carica-
tures 6f Jewish customs end manners. Tn his operettes he went a
step farther. Ee sought, perhaps unconsciously, to ^nncentrate in
the theater all that was artistic in tho Ghetto the cantor's
music, the beautiful end sad folk-song, and the extravagant hilaritj
of foe Purim farce. But in the hands of his successors— a band
without talent and without ideals the movement he had started
did. not advance. The Yiddish theater became the habitation of
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formless spectacle end stupid, vulgarity.
Such was the state of affairs in 1891. It seemd that the
Yiddish theater was doomd to be engulft by its own sea of trash,
when suddenly the wave of immigration brought forward the man who
war. to save it. This was Jacob Gordin.

Ill
The Drama as Lite rature.
Gordin and tho Others.
(Bibliografy ,— For r brief recount of Gordin' s life and work
see Kutchins Hapgood, The Spirit of the Ghet to. New York 1902; and
Wiener, Yid, Lit.
, pp. 241-2. A number of articles on different as-
pects of his biografy and relation to the drama and the stage will
be found in the volume publisht on the tenth anniversary of his
work as a dramatist, entitled Zu Gordin' s zehn- j aehri.ger: Jub i-
laeum (Yiddish) ( New York, 1901). There appeard a general review
of his dramas in the Zukunf t ( Yiddish magazine, New York) for
August, September, and October 1908. From the pen of the excellent
critic, J.Entin. See also the criticism in Pinsky's Jewish Prama
(Yiddish), New York 1909. Some interesting facts concerning Gor-
din' 3 character and methods of work hav been related by Winchew-
sky in his book A Da y with Jacob Gordin (Yiddish), New York, 1909.
Reviews of individual plays will be found scstterd thru the vol-
umes of the Zukunf t . Tho majority of Gordin' s better plays hav
been publisht in pamflet form by the Hebrew Publishing Co. 'So hav
also a number of the plays of ?insky,A£ch, and Eirschbein; and one
each of Kobrin and Libin.
)
With Gordin* s first play, Sibe ria. (1891) the history of
Yiddish drama begins in earnest. Gordin had been a man of letters
before he enterd the Yiddish field. He was forpt to take up play-
writing as 8 means of livelihood. Ke therefore wrote primarily
for the stage; and thus his work represents the union of liter-
ature with the theater.
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Tho Siberia was receivd by the Jewish public with great
enthusiasm and secured for its author the support of the intelli-
gent classes, the attempt, embodied in this play, to represent real
life on the crude Yiddish stege, cfcn not be s?id to hav proved en-
tirely successful. And thii no one realized as redily as the keen-
sighted Gordin himself. Siberia had been not only his first play,
but EloO his first venture into Yiddish. Ke had put it forth as a
means to test the puis of his audience; end fortunately it had
too many good qualities to fail to interest them. Rut tho the
masses of the spectators may hav thought themselves entirely
pleased with the new departure their theater had taken, Gordin
himself coud not help perceiving the weakness of the situation. It
was too sudden and too great a bound to take all at once-— from
Lateiner's and Hurwitz's spectacular opera of nonsens to the
highly-developt dramas of Kauptmann end Tbsen.
That he had. learnd by experience Gordin proved by his next
play, in the writing of which he resolutely
f
tho somewhat reluct-
antly, stept down to the level of his actors end his public, inaee.j.
the entire period comprised between Siberia and his translation
of Grillparzer ' s Medea (1891-1898) represents a struggle between
his artistic ideal and his practical good-sens, in which the letter
was only too frequently the victor. What had hitherto past for
drams on the East Side was but an excuse- for impotent scribblers
to parade before an art-starvd populace their witless coarsness
and meaningless ^uets. The East-Side playgoer went to the theater
merely to amuse himself— to see a stale caricature of old-fashiond
piety which tickld his sens of superiority, or to hear tho latest

"couplet-song". He had not been taught to demand sutle ofcavaetorl*
zation or even a well-told story|on the stage . Now all this was
to be changed ; and Gordin, like the wise reformer he was, set about
to bild a bridge between the theater as he found it and the
theater as he wisht to see it. .And thus his work came to form a
natural link in the evolution of Yiddish drama.
Those who hav associated the name of Gordin with the works
of his maturer years will find it difficult to comprehend how the
auihor of the Oath and God Man and Devil coud hav written such
nameless trash as Kiriam the B eauti ful and The Philistines, fiven
such an able critic as nr. Pinsky only proves how little he under-
stands the inner development of dramatic literature in the '-hot to
when he condems Gordin as unprincipld for having deind to cater
to the uncultured throng. The throng indeed! For if there was
ever an artist who rejected the hollow motto of aristocratic dil-
lettantism of 'Art for Art 1 to substitute in its place the
rational principle of Art for the whole people
,
that artist's
name was Jacob Gordin. In a sens
,
he was indeed unscrupulous. He
had made it the mission of his life to teach the Jews the beauties
and the exalted uses of dramatic art; and it was immaterial to hin
what means he employd'in attaining his end. lie was even careless
of his reputation as an artist. h® was in the habit of saying
that he wrote sometimes with his right and sometimes with his
left hand. Put in doing so he was merely making a virtue out of
necessity. Poor ^oldfaden had been driven from his throne at the
very moment when h3 might hav enacted the reforms he had cherisht
so long. Now Gordin had in turn succeeded in subduing the usurper
;
and he felt himself cald upon to ec ,te what his great predeces-
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soi had been forst to leav only half done
. The ground had to
be thoroly fertilized ; and Gordin did not scorn to do so with
his left hand while with his right he was scattering the seed of
e nobler and purer drama.
This was the extent of the influence exerted by Goldfaden
and his followers upon Gordin. It was almost entirely negstiv. By
far more potent an^ nore beneficial to the future dramatist were
the influences of his early training and of the literary atmos-
fere which he breathed in his youth. Porn about the middle of the
century (1853 ) , in the south of Russia, his rudimentary education
was the verv opposit of that which most Jewish children were then
receiving. His father being a Haskil and feirly well-to-do, wi sht
to giv his son the very best educational advantages that Russia
coud afford. The young Gordin was a zelous reader and early turnd
to literature. At. the age of seventeen he became a contributor to
the better class of Russian newspapers . Somewhat later he started
a paper of his own. Meanwhile he had become a convert to the rev-
olutionary theories of government and religion which fill the air
of Russia. Pie began to preach assimilation to the jews; then he
organized a brotherhood of liberal believers ; and finally he
became a Tolstoyist. Perceiving that the secret police were on
his tracks he quietly crost the border, and took passage to Amer-
ica -where he hoped to realize his agricultural schemes .
This extraordinary- career brought Gordin into contact with
a class of Jew? largely unknown to and seldom depicted by other
Jewish writers of fiction. Raphael Friedlander of the Kreutzer
Sonata, the heroin of MtreM. Afros , the father in The Russian J.ew
in .America, and many others, are types of the emancipated , self-
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respecting, Russianized. Jew of strong character and broad ideels
whom Gordin must often hav met in his father's hous
.
On the other
hand, it made him incapable of appreciating and treating sympathe-
tically the old-fashiond Chetto-Jew . with very few exceptions ,
his Rabbis and. his Khassidim are either fools or scoundrels. wliat
is wors they frequently lack the convincing vitality of retl
persons.
The thing that strikes us most forcibly as we pass from Gold-
fsden to Gordin is that the plays of the letter are real dramas.
To a reeder of oerman or English literature, a "play" of Goldfad-
en's or Eurwitz's woud be as strange a creation as a Central-Afri
can jig. It is true that Goldfaden and. even Lateiner and Hurwitz
had made use of German plays as models for their own. But, in the
first place, the range of their reading had been limited, only to
the poorer class of novels and stege plays; end, besides, none of
them had hsd training in dramatic technik. Gordin, on the other
hand, was not only thoroly familiar with what is best in the
literatures of Russia and Germany; he had made a particular study
of the classic and the modern drama. He was a great lover of the
theater, and. he constantly kept in touch with the latest develop-
ments on the European and even on the American stage . Had he
chosen to leern English end write on the contemporary drama, he
might hav made perhaps s greater critic even then he was a play-
wright. He preferd
,
however
,
to write in the humble dialect
of the East Side Ghetto, and to acquaint its stage with the trad-
itions and. the practices of the " world's greet drama". Thus it
is Gordin far more than Goldfaden who represents the -dvent of
European influence in the Yiddish theater the most important
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event in the history of the institution, and corresponding to
the classical influence on the ertistis development of the English
drama.
Gordin' s ceree^ as a dramatist may be divided into throe per-
iods. The first will comprise the plays coming between Siberia and
Medea. Its chief characteristics hav alredy been suggested above.
It is the period of prep? rat ion, when Gordin was organizing his
public, and clearing the rubbish of his predecessors out of his way
to make room for the realistic drama of his second period. Most
of the plays which belong here are written much in the same style
and follow the same methods as were employd by Goldfaden and Latei-
ner, with only now and then a suggestion of the latent powers of'
the future Gordin. They hav the same incoherent jumble of "stroi g 1
episodes, the extraneous choruses, the couplet-songs, and the ever-
present clownish merrymaker characteristic of the preceding era.
But at least one play belonging in point of time to this
period deservs special mention both as a work of considerable in-
trinsic merit and principally because it shows us the direction
in which Gordin even at this time was tending. This play is Debo-
rah
. 8, Woman of High Extra ction. It is the story of a young Jrwiai
woman who has married below her station. She is a pamperd, some-
what light-minded, though essentielly pure-sould girl. To the town
where she livs with her husband there arrives a scoundrelly young
lawyer, a friend of her childhood, whose only business in life now
yt is to seduce the daughters and wives of the " lower classes".
Thru the assistance of Deborah's own ridiculous old sister, he con-
trives to renew his acquaintance with her, and is about to succesfl
in carrying out his designs when Deborah in a flash of momentary
suspicion puts his promises to the test by asking him to carry
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her off, and lays bare his trecherous purpose. Pi*ok on in spirit,
she leavs him and returns penitently to her husband. The latter
presses her for an explanation, promising- to forgiv her, but she,
overwhelmd with shame and regret, is unable to speak. This confirms
his suspicions of her gilt, and in a fit of mad anger, he shoots her.
This play, somewhat crude in the development of its plot and
in the finer details of characterization
,
is yet remarkable in
many ways. The heroin is drawn with exquisit delicacy, especially
in the later acts, and forms the first of a long series of beauti-
ful feminin characters. There are a number of really powerful sit-
uations, notably at the close of each act; and the moral atmosfere
of the whole is strongly suggestiv of the vigorous tone of Gordin'
s
later problem plays.
The second period of Gordin 1 s activity is intimately bound
up with the names of three of the greatest actors that hav ever
trodden the boards of an American stage* Jacob Adler, Kenny. Lipzin
and Bertha Kalish. Mr. Pinsky laments the influence of the actors
upon the playwright, ascerting, not without some truth, that Gordin
too frequently wrote "parts" for his "stars" when he shoud hav
been depicting character. Put students of Ruropean drama will re-
call how many of the greatest plays hav owd their birth to just
such circumstances. Cyrano was written for Goquelin, Ta.rtuff e 9d r
RollIre himself, and as Professor Prander Matthews suggests , it
is not at all unlikely that Sha.kspere had Purbage in mind when
composing Hamlet and Macb eth. Adler had long been seeking for the
man who, in his own small way, might do for him what Rostand had
done for the great French actor. Put it was Mrs. Lipzin that first
"discoverd" Gordin. She had been a member of one of the early com-
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paniss in Russia, and had cone to America with Adler. How she had
for some years withdrawn from the stage
,
scorning to take part
in performances which gave her no opportunity of displaying her
art. When she met Gordin she requested him to adapt for her the
Medea of Grillparzer. The play was a success and Mrs. Lipiin ap-
plied for another. This time Gordin met her request with an original
work, one of the best he ever wrote. He had alredy made use of the
plot of Shakspcre's Kin-- Lear in his first period. How, in the
zenith of his power, he took the suggestion again, and created
Mirele Efros, one of the most fascinating women not only in Yiddish
but in all dramatic literature.
As Mirele Efro s is the most typical as well as the best of
the play of this period, it may be desirable to consider it some-
what at length. We can scarcely do mors than mention the others.
Mirele Efros belongs to the class of plays known in Yiddish by
the appropriate name of Lebensbilder. Briefly defined
,
a Lebens-
bild is a realistic play of s serious nature but involving no prob-
lem and teaching no filosofy. in the example under consideration,
the story is of a kind calculated to appeal to every Jew. Mirele
is a middle-aged woman, old-fashiond but broad-minded, a loving
mother but strict as the sternest of fathers, of a poetical temper-
ament but possessing a keen eye for business. Her husband died
shortly after their marriage leaving her two smell children and a
hous tottering on bankruptcy. By her ability and the strength of
her characterlshe has succeeded in saving the firm and in accumu-
lating a considerable fortune. As the curtain rises, we find her
engaged in choosing a wire for her eldest son. With a few bold
strokes the author sets her, life-size, before us. She realizes at
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the first meeting with her daughter-in-law to-be that she has made
a bed blunder; but her son loves Shendele, end she permits the
wedding to take place. In the second set she makes another end a
greater mistake when, to prevent misunderstandings between the
young couple, she divides her fortune bewteen her two sons. From
this point on, the action centers around, the inner tragedy of the
heroin's life, which reaches its climax when her pride compels her
to leav her children and her home. It is a powerful ending , com-
parable to the soul-cafeastrofes of some of Ibsen's greater pleys;
But Gordin weakens its effect by forcing in a fourth act, a sort
of a^ epilog, in order to satisfy the popular craving for a happy
ending.
Of the rest of the pla$s belonging to this grnmp, some of the
most beautiful were written for Mrs. Kalish, whose womanly charms
and artistic grace hav made her the inspitation and to some extent
perhaps the model for most of Gordin' s fascinating women. Sappho
is the inner tragedy of a girl of ideals who has resolvd to liv
her own life and to defy the conventions of society. In the now
well-known Kreutzer Sonata, Etty Friedlander sacrifices her own
happiness for the love of her father and her child. Three more p]a y
were written "specially for Mrs. Lipzin". These are The Slaughter.
The Oath, and. The Orfan-Girl. The first of these is a powerful tr a
gedy of Jewish life in the Russian Ghetto. Both the latter two pre-
sent somewhat unfamiliar aspects of Jewish character. The Oath is
a study of the superstitions of a. Little-Russian pesant woman.
The Orfan- Girl is in some respects Gordin' s masterpiece. It is the
only one of his plays in which he succeeded in creating a poetical
heroin in the manner of Hauptmann. It depicts the career of an

imaginativ child of nature whose life is wreckt thru contact
with the artificial society of the town.
In his third period, Gordin falls under the influence of Ib-
sen and. the fantastic school of dramatists of Germany and France.
This fact is of the greatest significance for the histroy of Yid-
dish dramatic literature. We hav seen how Gordin at first consciaais
ly linkt himself with the chain of development started by Gold-
faden and continued by his school. Now we find him unwittingly bild
ing a bridge between himself and. the generation Which was to fol-
low him. By this it is not ment that Gordin in any way directly in
-
fluenst the dramatic writings of Pinsky, Hirschbein, or Asch. It
merely emfasizes the supreme importance of Gordin' s historical po
sit ion in the evolution of the Yiddish artistic drama. Had it not
been for such problem plays as God Man and Devil and The True Pawe
it is very doutful whether the filosofical Hous of Z'yi (Pinzky) or
the symbolical Twilight (Hirschbein) woud ever hav been written in
Yiddish.
About a half dozen dramas of unusual pov;er and depth consti-
tute the last group of Gordin' s works . Of these g£d W[aa and De^il
is the first and the best, In the Shade of the Mountain Peaks the
last and the worst. Between them come Truth — whose plot was sug-
gested by Zola's novel— dealing with the problem of intermarri-
age, between Jews and Gentiles; The Unknown One, a fantastic melo-
drama in which the Nietzschean theory of the individual is treated
much more forcibly than in Mr. Shaw's play; The True Powe r, the
central idea of which is the influence of character in education;
and two or three more of lesser importance.
The great weakness of these filosofical plays is that they
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take Gordin out of his sfere. Following in the tracks of Goethe and
Maeterlinck, he believd it to be necessary to bring in poetry, pro-
logs in heven, and fantastically- clad fairies, whenever ho attempt
ed to deal with a serious problem. Put Sordin was no poet. He was
a prose dramatist, endord as he was with the power of tolling a
story in crisp dialog and the rare gift o f character analysis. He
lackt the fine frenzy of the poet and had no knack for versifying.
So far as T know, he never attempted poetry outside of his plays .
The songs found scatterd thru his operettes, if they were written
by him, are the same poor stuff that one finds in Lateiner and Hmr-
witz. Fortunately, in the serious problem plays his pcatry seldom
interfered with the conduct of his plot or the development of his
characters, as was shown by the German translator of God Han and
Devil when he eliminated the irrelevant prolog in heven and change
the fanciful title to the much more appropriate designation of
Das Geld.
But Gordin was a born playwright. Like the Elizabethan Thomas
Heywood, he knew how to create a situation, and like Xbsen he knew
how to carry an action to a climax, whatever may be said against
them, his better plays are always effectiv on the stage; and that
is after all the first requisit of a good play. His acts are not
merely an excuse for the shifting of the scene; they represent real
divisions in the action, or distinct stages in the development of
the hero's character. In God Man and Devil
,
for example
, the
first act ends with Herschele's falling into the Devil's snare as
he yields to the temptation of the lottery; by the end of the se-
cond he has sunk another step, and he divorces his faithful wife
in favor of her young niece; in the third comes the climax of tte
whole drama when at the end of the ^ct the "Man" is awakend in Her-
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Scheie's soul by the sight of the blood of his one time friend
now his industrial slave; at the close of the fourth and last act
the inevitable catastrofe of Herschele's suicide leavs ua with a
sens of the t riumf of ^oor. over evil. Readers of Gordin will deem
it no exaggeration if the assertion is ventured that he was the
most artistic dramatist that ever wrote in America,
Kobrin and Libin,— Only a few words need be said of Gordin'
s
followers. Like the disciples of Goldfaden, they are incapable
of carrying ©n the work of their master. They hav taken over only
his faults and his tricks, which hav gone to seed in their hands.
Both Kobrin and. Libin are excellent short-story writers but their
powers are entirely unfitted for the drama. It is only because in
our day the stage is the most m\st remunerativ of all literary
pursuits that they hav attempted writing for it at all. Of the
two, Kobrin is the more skilful. His Plind Othello is a good
story in dialog even if it is s poor play, Libin* s drama of tears.,
or •onion-plays" , as his Yiddish critics call, it, is good, neither
for the closet nor for the stage.
The Russian School.— Until very recently the revived Yiddis]
theater in Russia had been getting its plays from America and from
the old repertory of (roldfaden. But in the last four or five ; ears
the great literary men of the Old. World hav turnd a sympathetic
eye to the stage. With but very few exceptions however, the Russia n
Yiddish dramp , altho intended by its authors for the theater, is
fit only to be red. The well-known humorist, Shalon-Alechem (S.
1
Rabinovieh) has produced the only true comedy in the language.
1. See note at bottom of next page.
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The greet Perez, who has iately begun to celebrate Kkiassi di sm in
his poetry, has written two or three poetical dramas of the mystical
variety. The Maet erlinckien school is represent eel. by the younp;
mystic Kirschbein, whose plays are sometimes really worth while,
tho he woud surely be a greater success at the realistic drama,
Some of his best works are : Nevelah, ("Carrion") Beyond the Ri-.
ver* s Bank , and Twilight « in all of which he has sought M to ex-
press the inexpressible",
Among these younger dramatists two deserv special mention.
These ere David Pinsky, now residing in Few York, and Schalom /sch,
now of Berlin, Both are fild with the enthusiasm and energy of the
new Jew; both hav e mission to their brethren and to the worl& at
large; and both are forceful writers, Pinski's best-known-play is
The Hous of Z'vi. a heroic tragedy "of the last end only Jew", laid
"Everywhere" at the time of a massacre. Asch's God of Revenue is
a masterly drama of contemporary life dealing with the degeneracy
of the Jews. The latter has had an unprecedented success not only
in the Yiddish theater, but was translated into Russian and German,
and given before large audiences at Berlin and Moscow,
Conclusion,
— We hav traced the rise of the Yiddish drama
out of the mimetic representations 6t the Feast of Purim, and fol-
lowd its development thru its various stages until we hav seen it
take its humble place among the dramatic literatures of the nations
Note. Msj?_ersjt .and Scatterd
,
treating in s humorous vein
of the breaking up of the Jewish home into hostil camps of Zionists,
Socialists, Assimilationists,etc.,etc. The play was produced in 19C4
by the Progressiv Dramatic Club of New York.
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In less than half a century its history has gone thru the successiv
epochs of the European drama— passing from the semi-liturgical
farces to the crude musical plays of Goldfaden and his school, then
gradually to the drama of real life as represented by Gcrdin, and
finally to the contemporary problem play.
Thruout this study we hav sought to discover the social
forces upon which the evolution of a people's literature always
depends, This has enabled us to compare or contrast the growth
of Jewish with that of Christian drama. Thus we hav seen how the
peculierly sordid life of the intensly religious Jews in the
middle ages gave rise to the farce, while with their happier and
more worldly Christian neighbors tragedy preceded comedy. In a
similar manner, that unique specimen of Hebrew serious dr^ma— the
Passover- Haggadah — was the product of the Jew's yearning for
his past.
-Again, it was only after the Mendelssohnian Reform and
the Renaissance that followd it, that the Ghetto was prepared to
receiv the theater.
Prom Goldfaden, the founder of the theater, we past on to Gor-
din, thus fer the greatest figure in Yiddish dramatic history. We
noted the similarity of the European influence which he brought
with him to the Jewish stage, to the classical influence on the
Christian drama at the time of the Renaissance. In closing we hav
cald attention to the promising work of the two great represent a-
tivs of the new Russian school, Pinsky and Asch. Resting as it
does in the hands of these two brilliant young geniuses, the fut-
ure of the Yiddish drams cannot but be a glorious one.
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